Abstract. For the common sense services provided according to the space emotion, we developed a user motion-based image parameters extraction system. The system is to infer the space emotion in accordance with extraction results of the image parameters. The real-time image stream is acquired from surveillance camera which was placed at corner of ceiling. The parameters are extracted using accumulated difference between image frame. The real-time image stream is acquired from surveillance camera which was placed at corner of ceiling. The movement parameters are extracted using accumulated difference between image frames. Two dimensional emotion infer from parameters based on experimental data. When the system passes the inferred space emotion result to the controller that can be presented light, sound and incense, it is possible to provide a common sense service. Based on the results of this paper, it may lead to emotion content services at the service space. Causing the proper emotion is expected to be of value as an increased service effects described.
Introduction
This study was for the purpose of space emotion recognition technology for a contents service space. Targeted content service was intended for adults provided at welfare facilities, and to recognize the emotion space based on the space behavior of within users.
Helbing and Molnár were analyzing the interaction between pedestrians using the information within Movement groups such desired direction, desired speed by using the Social force model with video-based group behavior and emotion recognition research [1] . Heïgeas was divided into four Zone depending on the distance between the user defined the different interaction between objects[2]. Pellegrini developed a technique to extract the current position, velocity, and inter-person distance of the user object for predict the motion of the user's negative emotion from the abnormal action [3] .
Based on previous research, this paper was to recognize the emotion using interaction data analysis techniques between objects. Interaction information was acquired by a video surveillance camera installed at the top ceiling.
System Structure

Parameters
Interaction parameter for obtaining information was extracted from the camera image stream. Dividing the video stream for each frame to obtain a difference image. By accumulating the difference image was analyzed for the motion information in the space. Hotspot was defined as the top 50% of the area had a lot of movement. Each hotspot was considered as an object.
The average size of hotspot, the hotspot's density, and the distance between hotspot were extracted as parameters. To define effective variable for recognizing space emotion in the image data, experiments was designed and performed. Total experiment was performed eight times and each experiment was carried Tai Chi class for 50 minutes.
Every experiment was made up of four steps and 1,2,4 step were from 10 minutes to proceed.
Step 3 was performed at 20 minutes. Each step was carried out with a different emotion to the target. Two dimensional emotion model such as arousal and valence was used. Goal-induced emotion of step was confirmed as the subjective emotion evaluation.
A valid parameter that can recognize "arousal -relaxation" and "positive -negative" were defined through statistical analysis. "Arousal -relaxation" showed reverse correlation with hotspot density as shown in Figure 1 . "Positive -negative" was correlated with hotspot distance.
Process
To recognize space emotion, a program was developed as following process, as shown in Figure 2 . The multi-network video streams were received as RTSP multicasting transmission method and decoding as H.264. In the frame window (default : 1 seconds, 30fps), 50% hotspots were extracted in the active area of the motion change. Parameters were extracted from the hotspot, and was used for inferring a space emotion. When the system passes the inferred space emotion result to the controller that can be presented light, sound and incense, it is possible to provide a common sense service. Figure 3 is an example of a scene to obtain the image in which the operating program and to extract the Hotspot. 
Results
Verification tests were performed six times in the same space and experimental environment for system validation. Image stream within the testbed space was acquired and the variables were calculated in real-time. A result of the emotion recognition using the valid variable accuracy was shown in Table 1 . High accuracy by about 74.2% was shown with in the relaxation-arousal dimension. For the positive-negative dimension was shown the results of 71.2%. The accuracy may differ within 8% between orders, but the more repeats did not consistently increase or decrease. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the system for recognizing the space emotion measuring movement in the camera zone developed. To analyze the acquired image stream, hotspot and parameters were defined based on the research result. The experiment for acquiring the emotional space images and for verifying the validity of the parameters was performed. Valid parameters for the space emotion classification was represented by hotspot density and distance. After developing a real-time analysis, the accuracy of system was verified. The accuracy for recognize the arousal axis was 74.2%, and for valence axis was shown 71.2%. The study for application to the common sense service has been proceed using this system.
